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  Find a stockist

  
    Gola Furniture has over 200 stockists all across the UK. Find your nearest stockist here.

    Find a stockist →

  
  
  	
  




  Fabric swatch

  
    Browse 10 quality seat fabrics available in the standard Gola fabric swatch. We can also cover any chair in fabric provided by the customer.

    Browse fabric swatch →

  





   Newsletter 

  
    Subscribe to the Gola newsletter and receive updates and exclusive offers.

    Subscribe by email →
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      Avoca circular cherry single pedestal extending dining table

      Learn more →
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      Avoca large oval cherry extending dining table with four legs
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      Avoca medium oval cherry twin pedestal extending dining table
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      Avoca cherry cross back dining chair
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      Avoca cherry cross back carver dining chair
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      Avoca cherry dining chair
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      Avoca cherry long coffee table with shelf
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      Avoca oval cherry long drop leaf coffee table with shelf
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      Avoca oval cherry drop leaf coffee table with shelf
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      Avoca cherry compact drop leaf coffee table
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      Avoca cherry square lamp table with shelf
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      Avoca cherry oval nest of tables
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      Avoca cherry corner TV stand with glass doors
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      Avoca cherry square TV stand with glass doors
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      Avoca cherry wide TV stand

      Learn more →
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        About Gola Furniture

        Gola Furniture manufacture quality oak, cherry, mahogany and walnut furniture and sell through a network of expert stockists all across the UK.

        Learn more →
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